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Abstract. We present a research roadmap of a Planetary Nervous
System (PNS), capable of sensing and mining the digital breadcrumbs of
human activities and unveiling the knowledge hidden in the big data
for addressing the big questions about social complexity. We envision
the PNS as a globally distributed, self-organizing, techno-social system
for answering analytical questions about the status of world-wide soci-
ety, based on three pillars: social sensing, social mining and the idea of
trust networks and privacy-aware social mining. We discuss the ingre-
dients of a science and a technology necessary to build the PNS upon
the three mentioned pillars, beyond the limitations of their respective
state-of-art. Social sensing is aimed at developing better methods for
harvesting the big data from the techno-social ecosystem and make
them available for mining, learning and analysis at a properly high ab-
straction level. Social mining is the problem of discovering patterns and
models of human behaviour from the sensed data across the various so-
cial dimensions by data mining, machine learning and social network
analysis. Trusted networks and privacy-aware social mining is aimed
at creating a new deal around the questions of privacy and data own-
ership empowering individual persons with full awareness and control
on own personal data, so that users may allow access and use of their
data for their own good and the common good. The PNS will provide
a goal-oriented knowledge discovery framework, made of technology
and people, able to conﬁgure itself to the aim of answering questions
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about the pulse of global society. Given an analytical request, the PNS
activates a process composed by a variety of interconnected tasks ex-
ploiting the social sensing and mining methods within the transparent
ecosystem provided by the trusted network. The PNS we foresee is the
key tool for individual and collective awareness for the knowledge so-
ciety. We need such a tool for everyone to become fully aware of how
powerful is the knowledge of our society we can achieve by leveraging
our wisdom as a crowd, and how important is that everybody partic-
ipates both as a consumer and as a producer of the social knowledge,
for it to become a trustable, accessible, safe and useful public good.
1 Our visionary approach
One of the most pressing, and fascinating, challenges of our time is understanding
the complexity of the global interconnected society we inhabit. This connectedness
reveals in many phenomena: in the rapid growth of the Internet and the Web, in the
ease with which global communication and trade now takes place, and in the ability
of news and information as well as epidemics, trends, ﬁnancial crises and social unrest
to spread around the world with surprising speed and intensity.
Ours is also a time of opportunity to observe and measure how our society inti-
mately works: the big data originating from the digital breadcrumbs of human ac-
tivities, sensed as a by-product of the ICT systems that we use every day, promise
to let us scrutinize the ground truth of individual and collective behaviour at an
unprecedented detail in real time.
Multiple dimensions of our social life have big data “proxies” nowadays:
– our desires, opinions and sentiments leave their traces in our web pages and blogs,
in the social media we participate in, in the query logs of the search engines we
use, in the tweets we send and receive;
– our relationships and social connections leave their traces in the network of our
phone or email contacts, in the friendship links of our favourite social networking
site;
– our shopping patterns and lifestyles leave their traces in the transaction records
of our purchases;
– our movements leave their traces in the records of our mobile phone calls, in the
GPS tracks of our on-board navigation system.
On an average day, people send around 47 billion email (spam excluded), post
100million tweets and share 30million pieces of contents on Facebook; Figure 1 depicts
the astounding amount of user generated data produced every single minute. Other
social-human data include ﬁnancial, health and institutional data. The ﬁdelity of our
digital breadcrumbs gets higher and higher, hand in hand with the sophistication
of the sensors we interact with and carry with us, notably our smart phones. This
increasing wealth of data is a promise of novel means for disentangling the societal
complexity and face the challenges that the FuturICT project has set forth [100–
103]. It is clear how such challenges, such as the idea of a smart, self-organizing
city, require high-level analytics, modeling and reasoning across all the social dimen-
sions [104]. Authoritative sources such as the World Economic Forum [3] and The
Economist [2] advocate that we are just at the beginning of the data revolution era,
which will impact profoundly all aspects of society government, business, science, and
entertainment. A frequently quoted sentence of Maglena Kuneva, former European
Commissioner of Consumer Protection, maintains that “personal data is the new oil
of the Internet and the new currency of the digital world”.
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Fig. 1. Things That Happen On Internet Every Sixty Seconds. By Shanghai Web Designers,
http://www.go-gulf.com/60seconds.jpg.
In practice, however, the data revolution is in its infancy, and there is still a big
gap from the big data to the big picture, i.e., from the opportunities to the challenges.
The reasons behind the gap are the following three.
– Sensed data are fragmented, low-level and poor. They reside in diverse databases
and repositories, often inaccessible for proprietary and legal constraints, and have
limited power to portray diﬀerent social dimensions concurrently. Sensed data do
not speak the language of human activities, but expose the raw details of the
measurements allowed by the ICT infrastructure that generates them, so that it
is diﬃcult to respond to questions like: what is the activity associated with a
person’s geo-location recorded in mobile phone data? What is the purpose of a
speciﬁc web query recorded in a search engine logs? The big size of data not always
overcome semantic deﬁciency when modelling complex phenomena.
– Analytics is too fragmented, low-level and poor, also because data mining models
and patterns do not speak the language of human activities. Although data min-
ing from traditional databases is a mature technology, we do not have yet a data
mining for human activities, with their networked multi-dimensional nature and
semantic richness, combined with big size and dynamicity. A similar consideration
applies to network science and statistics: in the overall analytical process, the role
of social semantics is conﬁned to the preparation of data and to the interpreta-
tion of the obtained patterns and models, while limited is the ability of mining
and statistical methods to take social semantics into account within appropriately
high-level modelling. We still lack the ability to capture social diversity and com-
plexity into patterns, models and indicators that narrate realistic stories, where
the micro and macro levels of society are both considered and reconciled. In a
nutshell, we lack holistic analysis, combining all social dimensions simultaneosly.
– There are many regulatory, business and technological barriers to set the power of
big data free for social mining, so that all individuals, businesses and institutions
can safely access the knowledge opportunities. People are unaware of the power of
their personal data, which are predated by service providers and the Internet com-
panies and secluded in disparate public and private databases. Lack of trust and
transparency makes people reluctant to share high-quality personal data. Current
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Fig. 2. Social knowledge discovery process.
technologies and laws fall short of providing the legal and technical personal data
ecosystem needed to support a well-functioning digital economy. As a result, there
is limited privacy protection for the users whose data are passively captured by
service providers, as well as little transparency on how such personal data are
used. Moreover, the limited trust that we experience on-line, together with the
absence of adequate privacy protection and incentives, prevent the engagement of
people in eﬀective campaigns for collecting social data.
How can we remove the barriers for the rise of a knowledge-based society? The vision
we advocate in this paper is that of a Planetary Nervous System, PNS in short: a
middle-layer technology for bridging the gap by making the knowledge and semantics
hidden in the big data available for addressing the big questions about social complex-
ity [1]. We envision the PNS as a goal-oriented, globally distributed, self-organizing,
techno-social system for answering analytical questions about the status of world-wide
society, based on three pillars: social sensing, social mining and the idea of trust
networks and privacy-aware social mining, that together form the social knowledge
discovery process depicted in Fig. 2.
Social sensing is aimed at developing better methods for harvesting the big
data from the techno-social ecosystem and make such big data available for
mining/analysis at a properly high abstraction level. Todays sensed data fail to de-
scribe human activities at an adequate, multi-faceted semantic level, which makes it
diﬃcult to observe human behaviour. Social sensing aims at overcoming these limita-
tions by novel semantic-based techniques that can map human behaviour, both (i) by
automated annotation and enrichment methods that extract multi-dimensional social
semantics from raw digital breadcrumbs, and (ii) by advanced participatory sensing
systems, that explicitly involve people into the picture to consciously volunteer high
quality personal data, leveraging crowd computing and serious games.
Social mining is the problem of discovering patterns and models of human behaviour
from the sensed data across the various social dimensions: it is aimed at extracting
multi-dimensional patterns and models from multi-dimensional data. To this aim, so-
cial mining needs novel concepts of multi-dimensional pattern discovery and machine
learning, and of multi-dimensional social network analysis. The ultimate goal is to
understand human behaviour through:
– the discovery of individual social proﬁles,
– the analysis of collective behaviors,
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– the analysis of spreading, epidemics and social contagion over multi-dimensional
networks,
– the analysis of sentiment and opinion evolution.
The key point of social mining is to combine the macro and micro laws of human
interactions within a uniform multi-dimensional analytical framework, encompassing
both the global models developed by complex network science and the local patterns
discovered by data mining in the sensed data.
Trusted networks and privacy-aware social mining is aimed at creating a new
deal around the questions of privacy and data ownership. A user-centric personal
data ecosystem, empowering individual persons by providing full awareness, control,
exploitation and transparency on own personal data, can be the key to achieve trust
in participatory social sensing, and boost the emergence of personal data as a new
strategic asset for society. Advances in analysis of network data must be approached
in tandem with understanding how to create value for the producers and owners of
the data, while at the same time protecting the public good. On the other hand,
privacy-preserving techniques can be developed for social mining, which protect the
personal space of the people represented in the data while supporting the safe dis-
semination of data and/or analyses (including data anonymization and homomorphic
cryptography).
In this paper, we discuss the ingredients of a science and a technology necessary
to build a PNS upon the three mentioned pillars; we concentrate on the roadmap
of research needed to pursue this ambitious objective, beyond the limitations of the
state-of-art in big data sensing, mining and analytics. However, our vision of the
PNS goes beyond a toolkit for sensing and mining social big data. The PNS will
be a techno-social ecosystem oﬀering a goal-oriented knowledge discovery framework,
made of technology and people, able to conﬁgure itself towards the aim of answer-
ing questions about the status of the global society. Given an analytical request,
such as for instance the computation of multi-dimensional indices of societal well-
being, the PNS activates a process composed by a variety of interconnected tasks
exploiting the full repertoire of available methods for sensing (including both par-
ticipatory and opportunistic sensing) and mining within the transparent ecosystem
provided by the trusted network. We conclude the paper by brieﬂy discussing how
the PNS might support the entire social knowledge discovery process needed to cre-
ate, monitor and forecast a novel generation of indicators of social well-being that,
beyond the limitations of the GDP and other current mainstream indices, strive
to encompass multi-dimensional socio-economic performance instead of purely eco-
nomic performance, as well as micro-level measurements instead of purely macro-level
aggregates [102,103].
At the end of the day, the PNS we foresee is the key tool for individual and
collective awareness for the knowledge society we inhabit. We need such a tool for
everyone to become fully aware of two intertwined evidences: ﬁrst, how powerful is
the knowledge of our society we can achieve by leveraging our wisdom as a crowd,
at all levels from local communities to global population, and second, how important
is that everybody participates both as a consumer and as a producer of the social
knowledge, for it to become a trustable, accessible, useful public good [105].
According to the mentioned World Economic Forum report [3], personal data is
becoming a new economic asset class, a key resource for the 21st century that will
touch all aspects of society. The PNS vision aims at the creation of the scientiﬁc and
technological framework that can make this new asset, the big social data, ﬂow and
become knowledge for all and everyone.
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2 Social sensing: State-of-art and research roadmap
There are seven billion people on our planet today, together with ﬁve billion mobile
phones and two billion PC’s and laptops. For the ﬁrst time in history, the majority of
humanity is linked and has a voice. In prospect, though, the most striking change will
come from the fact that these same mobile phones and other devices are increasingly
sophisticated location-aware sensor platforms and their wireless networks support an
increasing variety of sensors in cars, buses, and homes, besides providing Internet
connectivity and full access to the Web and the social media. As a consequence, the
mobile wireless infrastructure, in tandem with Internet and the Web, generates an
ever richer and larger mass of signals and observations from reality that can be mined
– or “reality mined” – in order to understand the patterns of human behaviour, mon-
itor our environments, and plan the development of our society [4]. This functionality
is in its infancy at this point, but already these signals and abservations are being
used to measure population ﬂows into cities and slums, to map the movement of
populations during emergencies, to identify neighbourhoods where social services are
inadequate, to predict the outbreak of diseases, and to manage automobile traﬃc con-
gestion [5]. We can expect that the evolution of this nervous system will continue at a
quickening pace because of the continuous progress in computing and communication
technologies. Networks will become faster, devices will become cheaper and will have
more sensors, the resulting techno-social ecosystem will become ever more integrated,
and the data science needed to model and understand human behaviour will become
more accurate and detailed [6]. In this paper, we use the term social sensing to de-
note the novel ICT paradigms needed to feed the planetary nervous system, i.e., the
techniques for collecting the digital footprints generated by humans when interacting
with the surrounding techno-social ecosystem and making such big data available for
mining/analysis at properly high abstraction levels.
The complexity of social sensing derives both by the variety of forms of data left
behind by the ICT mediated human activities/interactions, and by the variety of
acquisition devices and methods available. Data formats range from text, graph, logs,
streams, structured, and semi-structured data. Acquisition sources range from social
networks, web logs, web content, links, transactions, search engines, social media
etc. to the wide variety of smart devices spread in the environment (such as RFID
readers, sensors and actuators, sensor-rich smart phones, or wireless communication
technologies such as WiFi, Bluetooth and cellular networks).
In all cases, the low-level representation of human activities in sensed data makes
it diﬃcult to observe human behaviour. The major demand for social sensing is to
complement the raw data with additional information conveying concepts of human
behaviour and social semantics:
– either by automated annotation and enrichment methods that extract social se-
mantics along several dimensions from otherwise raw data,
– or by advanced participatory systems, that explicitly involve people into the pic-
ture, by means of crowd computing, serious games, participatory sensing.
Such big picture may be mapped on four complementary research challenges: i) a
toolkit of methods for semantic annotation of raw big data, ii) novel machine reading
methods for learning knowledge bases from texts iii) analytical crawler to extract
meaningful concepts from the social web, and iv) participatory sensing systems to
engage people in eﬀective and large-scale campaigns for collecting high quality data.
2.1 Semantic enrichment of digital breadcrumbs
Digital breadcrumbs are essentially structured data, that record basic events un-
derlying complex ICT applications: billing systems of TELCOs as well as resource
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allocation of the GSM network are based on simple CDR (Call Data record) regis-
tering position and duration of a phone call, accounting systems of credit cards or
retails are based on simple cash transactions registering the cost of the bought items,
car or personal navigation systems are based on GPS data recording the sequence
of spatio-temporal position (instant, point), web services are based on simple logs
registering ip address, time and requests of web users, web search engines continuous
improvement as well as personalization services are based on simple query logs regis-
tering user id, time and keywords requested. Plenty of other examples might be done
for sensors network and RFID based software systems. These simple form of data,
collected for many diﬀerent purposes, contain historical and collective information of
very basic human actions and they are stored for short or long time in eﬃcient and
enormous repositories or in smart personal devices, or they may fast pass trough a
data streaming window. To make such breadcrumbs usable for analysis it is needed
to inject back the contextual knowledge of human action that got lost during sens-
ing. So discretizing, normalizing, aligning, sampling are preliminary steps towards
making such data closer to the phenomena to be observed. More properly, those are
steps of a process aimed at adding context information to raw data by augmenting,
tagging, and/or classifying data in relationship to dictionaries and/or other reference
sources.
At a very basic level, enrichment conveys the idea that existing data is com-
plemented with additional information and annotations that conceptualize salient
aspects of data. Although we can expect that data will become richer and richer
with explicit semantics tags, due to context-sensitive devices and possibly the se-
mantic web, we have access today with big raw data, which need (and actually can)
be processed in many ways so that the implicit semantics of users’ activities can be
exposed to some extent.
The literature is rich in proposals for semantic enrichment approaches and tech-
niques, each one built on the background of some popular application domains and
focusing on the acquisition of knowledge speciﬁc to the domain.
In case of mobility trajectories, i.e., sequences of time-stamped location records,
the basic enrichment is the extraction of trips obtained by segmenting each trajec-
tory according to intervals of time when the object is considered as stationary (stop)
and intervals when the object is moving (move). The characterization of stop/move
episodes is domain dependent: stops and moves can be computed by taking into ac-
count several spatio-temporal criteria like position density, velocity, and direction.
Trips may be further conceptualized and annotated with contextual data extracted
from application sources and from geographical sources as, for example, recording the
goal of a person’s trip to Paris (e.g., business, tourism), or inferring and/or record-
ing the various transportation means used during a trip [7]. Another dimension is
enriching trips with concepts related to the activities performed during a day, repre-
senting the purpose of the movement. This implies the recognition of how stop/move
patterns correlate to speciﬁc activities (home, work, shopping, leisure, bring/get,..).
At the edge of current research [8,9] the correlation is ﬁrst learned from surveyed
activity diaries and then used to classify trips of new users.
In case of query logs, the basic enrichment is the extraction of “query sessions”,
i.e. speciﬁc sets/sequences of queries submitted by a user while interacting with a
search engine [10]. Sessions represent the basic unit of information for tasks like query
suggestion, learning to rank, enhancing user experience of search engine users, etc.
More advanced enrichment is to identify (conceptualize and label) tasks and missions
behind the user sessions extracted by the logs. This may be achieved by augmenting
text in the query using space of concepts derived from Wikipedia/Wiktionary [11].
In case of tweets, enriching user proﬁles with concepts related to topics and entities
implies to exploit prior social knowledge about bags of entities and categories, such
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as those provided by Wikipedia and DBpedia. At the edge of research, this mapping
allows to crosslink the enhanced tweets to other sources such as news in [12] thus
overcoming the vocabulary mismatch problem by mapping both tweets and news
in the same entity-based coordinate system. The mixing of languages – traditional
idioms and tech idioms such as emoticons – is another big challenge.
An advanced vision of semantic enrichment is that of a system that continuously
and automatically enriches its own understanding of the context and content of the
data it is receiving, by comparing it to its existing knowledge base and then building
increasingly smarter classiﬁers upon that store.
More generally, the overall repertoire of semantic enrichment needs to be adaptive
with respect to the continuous progress of sensing devices, to improve its capability
to map human behaviour along multiple dimensions, and to become increasingly
intelligent with use, by incorporating machine learning techniques.
2.2 Human-level understanding of text at Web scale
We need systems that progressively acquire the ability to interpret textual communi-
cations and to extract structured information (semantic objects) from various online
sources, including text exchanged by people through the web, in pages, blogs, news,
tweets, etc. This includes several sub-challenges including linguistic analysis in multi-
ple languages, continuous learning and domain adaptation, dealing with temporal and
spatial relations, etc.. The relatively new research ﬁeld, denoted as Machine
Reading [13] is the automatic, open domain, unsupervised understanding of text
aimed at extracting an unbound number of relations on Web scale. Machine Reading
is aimed at providing the human-level understanding of documents that is instru-
mental to perform social analysis of knowledge that combines information present in
individual documents with relations among documents and people using those docu-
ments. MR is based on combined natural language processing (NLP) and statistical
techniques. Continuous learning is fundamental to deal with open-domain acquisition
from disparate sources, for collecting and contrasting evidence at various level of lin-
guistic knowledge: terminological and syntactical. Discriminative analysis is needed
to recognize emerging syntactic patterns.
MR goes beyond document retrieval systems and search towards systems capable
of understanding and predicting user behaviour. Extraction of knowledge from texts
has been attempted initially with simple text mining techniques, which exploit re-
currences in the data and extract rules to represent those recurrences. Later machine
learning techniques have been deployed. These however typically require substantial
amount of human eﬀort in manual engineering and/or labelling examples. As a re-
sult, they often focus on restricted domains and limited types of extractions (e.g., a
pre-speciﬁed relation). TextRunner [14] is a notable attempt at “open domain infor-
mation extraction” [15] that shifts from the traditional supervised paradigm, whose
costs are prohibitive at web-scale.
The Never-Ending-Language-Learning (NELL) system [16] starts from an ontol-
ogy with a few example instances for each concept, and learns to extract more in-
stances by reading new text. It repeatedly labels new examples and retrains the
extractor, with a novel addition that enforces the mutual exclusive constraint among
non-overlapping concepts and substantially improves extraction accuracy.
Though MR meets the challenge of scalability and domain independence, it still
has problems, notably an often large number of incoherent and uninformative items
extracted. A promising solution is described in [17], which aims at abstracting over
lexicalized strings in an unsupervised manner. This methodology, however, fails to
meet the web-scale target, because the number of required operations at each iteration
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grows rather quickly. An alternative approach is that of building taxonomies over the
text, using a graph-based approach [18].
Another interesting new problem that has emerged in this area is that of identify-
ing contradicting opinions [19], which is an eﬀective way for focusing on the interesting
parts of the data. For example, we identify that suddenly the opinions of people on
some topic, such as nuclear power, have changed from positive to negative, or that a
new popular topic, such as ﬁscal reforms, is causing both positive and negative sen-
timents. These results could be the basis for the further analysis of the data, leading
to a better understanding of the causes, as well as the future social trends.
2.3 Analytical crawling
Analytical crawling improves current technology by adopting a goal driven approach
capable to combine semantic enrichment and machine reading techniques to the aim
of gathering semantic-rich data linked across diverse web resources.
Crawling techniques so far has been designed to support search tasks and the
research mainly focus on improving indexing structure both in eﬃciency and eﬃcacy,
the new challenge will be to push part of the intelligence of social sensing as far as
possible into the gathering process and make it capable of constructing, maintaining
and using multi-dimensional network of semantic objects.
A simple example is the study of relationships of very important persons all over
the World: this might be the network constructed by crawling their co-occurrence on
the same article on news, blogs etc. bound by positive or negative terms, phrases, or
opinions. Another example is the study of relationships among international institu-
tions and organizations: again this might be the network constructed by crawling their
co-occurrence on the same article on news, blogs, etc., bound by collaboration ties.
The crawling process will construct new nodes or new edges annotated with relevant
concepts by analysing on the ﬂy the web content at hand, extracting and conceptual-
izing the concepts by matching with the current network, with external sources and
with the analytical goals. The crawling process will continue by following pertinent
URLs, selected on the basis of the semantic network constructed incrementally; such
network, at the end of the process, is the ﬁnal output and input for the subsequent
social mining analyses.
2.4 Participatory sensing
Another complementary big challenge for social sensing is to develop methods that are
able to directly involve people as active/passive actors in the data collection phase.
The objective is to develop tools to elicit facts, opinions and judgment from crowds.
Participatory sensing aims at building, on demand, a sensor network infrastructure
(as for example the mobile phone network, or wearable electronic device network or a
social network) based on people collaboration towards a common sensing task (crowd-
sourcing). There might be diﬀerent levels of user involvement in participatory social
sensing, ranging from a mere explicit donation of personal digital traces in sophisti-
cated survey campaigns, to actively perform subtasks useful to the overall sensing.
The sequel gives a brieﬂy overview of such diﬀerent forms of user involvement [105].
Ad hoc campaigns. Survey campaigns, the basic instrument of data collection for
data analysts, statisticians, social scientists etc., has been completely renovated by the
proliferation of ICT technology: from web, to smart phones to sensor networks. We
can imagine setting up ad hoc survey campaigns to sense nearly any kind of human
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behaviour. Smart phones are regularly used for surveys in transportation engineering
and mobility analysis to engage group of volunteers in keeping track or their travel
diaries. The respondents essentially annotate their positions with the kind of activity
performed, typically w.r.t some predeﬁned activity ontology, which is incorporated in
the mobile application [8,20]. The incentive models for scaling this kind of campaigns
up to large populations is a hot research issue among travel demand researchers.
As far as social interactions are concerned, while social web applications generate
copious amounts of data on how people behave and interact with each other online,
many characteristics are expressed only in real-world, face-to-face interactions. In or-
der to capture these behaviours, innovative methods and tools have been proposed,
that can accurately capture face-to-face interactions. One example is the sociometric
badge (commonly known as a “sociometer”), a wearable electronic device capable of
automatically measuring the amount of face-to-face interaction, conversational time,
physical proximity to other people, and physical activity levels using social signals de-
rived from vocal features, body motion, and relative location. At MIT Media Lab [21],
several hundred sociometric badges have been built and experimented in campaigns at
real organizations to measure individual and collective patterns of behaviour, to pre-
dict human behaviour from unconscious social signals, identify social aﬃnity among
individuals working in the same team, and enhance social interactions by providing
feedback to the users.
Human computation and crowdsourcing. The social web has prompted the emer-
gence of a new computation paradigm, called Human Computation, applied in busi-
ness, entertainment and science, where the interaction among users is harnessed to
help in the cooperative solution of tasks. According to [22], a system belongs to the
area of Human Computation when human collaboration is facilitated by the com-
puter system and not by the initiative of the participants. A classical example of
HC is content processing for multimedia search applications. In this domain, the goal
is automatically classifying non-textual assets, audio, images, video, to enable infor-
mation retrieval and similarity search, for example, ﬁnding songs similar to a tune
whistled by the user or images with content resembling a given picture. Recognizing
the meaning of aural and visual content is one of the skills where humans outperform
machines and it is now commonly recognized that multimedia content analysis can
beneﬁt from large scale classiﬁcation performed by humans; applications like Google
Labeler submit images from a large collection to human users for receiving feedback
about their content and position, which can be integrated with machine-based feature
extraction algorithms.
Crowdsourcing is a facilitator of human computation: it addresses the distributed
assignment of work to a vast community of executors in a structured platform [23]. A
typical crowdsourcing application has a Web interface that can be used by two kinds
of people: work providers can enter in the system the speciﬁcation of a piece of work
they need (e.g., collecting addresses of businesses, classifying products by category,
geo-referencing location names, etc); work performers can enrol, declare their skills,
and take up and perform a piece of work. The application manages the work life
cycle: performer assignment, time and price negotiation, result submission and veri-
ﬁcation, and payment. Examples of crowdsourcing solutions are Amazon Mechanical
Turk and Microtask.com. Application areas are the most varied: speech transcription,
translation, form ﬁlling, content tagging, user evaluation studies are a few examples.
For example, it is possible to develop mechamisms for users with common interests
in a certain task being done, that allow to distribute work in a lie-tolerant way.
Games with a purpose. Human Computation can assume a variety of forms, ac-
cording to the scale at which humans are engaged, the tasks they are called to solve,
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and the incentive mechanisms that are designed to foster participation [22]. Games
with a Purpose (GWAPs) is a line of work that focuses on exploiting the billions
of hours that people spend online playing with computer games to solve complex
problems that involve human intelligence [24,25]. The emphasis is on embedding a
problem-solving task into an enjoyable user experience, which can be conducted by
individual users or by groups; several game design paradigms have been studied [25]
and the mechanics of user’s involvement has started being modeled formally.
At the edge of research we have today the idea of techno-social systems for Com-
munity and Campaign Management, which go far beyond the current crowdsourcing
systems such as CrowdDB [26], Turk [27], and Snoop [28]. These systems are based
oh hiring vast populations of un-ware executors to perform simple tasks for small
economic incentives. On the contrary, analytical crowdsourcing systems should in-
volve vast populations of aware participants, which perform classical social responses,
such as liking, ranking, and tagging, organized into social networks and collaborat-
ing communities, within incentives models that foster the emergence of collaborative
behaviour [29]. An interesting example is the DARPAs Network Challenge, where
MIT researchers [30] harness online crowds to beat Darpa Balloon Challenge in Just
9 Hours. It is a bizarre national balloon hunt that experts initially said was impossi-
ble but was accomplished in nine hours. In that challenge, MIT researchers devised
a payment system that rewarded accurate balloon-ﬁnding tips as well as the people
who invited the ﬁnders. That contest was worth a more handsome $40,000, however.
In April 2012, Manuel Cebrian, and his team won the Tag Challenge, a new State
Department-sponsored competition to ﬁnd ﬁve fake jewel thieves in ﬁve countries
within 12 hours. This enhanced view of participatory sensing is clearly intercon-
nected with the idea of a Global Participatory Platform, fostering global awareness
and collective intelligence, discussed in [31]. The vision is that aware participation in
a collective sensing campaign will enable the creation of social data of higher quality
and realism, capable of portraying concurrently diﬀerent dimensions of social life.
Finally, the ability of combining data sensed both by opportunistic and participatory
methods is expected to open new avenues for learning systems, capable of recognising
and mapping human behaviour at global and local scale.
3 Social mining: State-of-art and research roadmap
Social Mining aims to provide the analytical methods and associated algorithms
needed to understand human behaviour by means of automated discovery of the
underlying patterns, rules and proﬁles from the massive datasets of human activity
records produced by social sensing. The patterns and models created by the Social
Mining methods and algorithms will provide the backbone of the Planetary Nervous
System, i.e., the building bricks for the analyses and simulations of the Living Earth
Simulator [106]. Although data mining and statistical learning from traditional data-
bases are relatively mature technologies [32,33], the emergence of big data of human
activities, their networked format, their heterogeneity and semantic richness, their
magnitude and their dynamicity pose new exciting scientiﬁc challenges.
We need signiﬁcant advances in providing large-scale data mining of digital and
physical traces generated across social media, environmental, mobile and wearable
sensing devices in order to predict human behaviour and diﬀusion processes in highly
complex and heterogeneous socio-technical systems in diﬀerent domains (e.g., col-
lective action, market and ﬁnancial issues, healthcare, diﬀusion of technology and
innovation, cultural and educational issues).
Human Data Mining, Reality Mining: these are the new keywords witnessing the
ﬂourishing of novel data mining, statistical learning and network science methods
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centred on the digital footprints of human activities. The following ﬁelds are the
ground where the diﬀerent disciplines are converging.
Social network analysis refers to the study of interpersonal relationships, with the
purpose of understanding the structure and the dynamics of the fabric of human so-
ciety. It is currently a very hot and attractive research area with increasing presence
in the major journals and conferences of the aforementioned disciplines. Roughly,
we may distinguish two major lines: the statistical laws regulating statics and dy-
namics of complex networks [34–38], and the methods aimed at discovering patterns,
evolutionary rules, community structure and the dynamics in large social network:
i) community discovery [39,40]; ii) information propagation [41–44]; iii) link predic-
tion [45–47]; iv) temporal evolution [48–52]; v) multilevel networks [53–55].
Social media mining methods for mining from heterogeneous data, especially text,
sensed from diﬀerent on line sources (tweets, mails, blogs, web pages, link structures
etc.) to the purpose of extracting the hidden semantics from them. A key topic is
opinion/sentiment mining, [56] which has come to play a key role in customer rela-
tionship management, consumer attitude detection, brand/product monitoring, and
market research in general [57]. Interest in these applications has spawned a new gen-
eration of companies and products devoted to online reputation management, market
perception, and online content monitoring in general. Historically, one of the most
important incarnations of opinion mining has been sentiment classiﬁcation, the task
of classifying a given piece of natural language text (be it a short remark, or a blog
post, or a full-blown product review) not according to the topic it is about (as in
standard text classiﬁcation) but according to the opinions expressed in it.
Mobility data analysis emerged as a vital ﬁeld, leveraging the spatio-temporal di-
mensions of big data (such as mobile phone call records and GPS tracks, gener-
ated by current mobile communication technologies and wireless networks) to the
purpose of understanding human mobility behaviour, evolutionary patterns, daily
activity patterns, geographic patterns. Network scientists concentrated on the mod-
els of human movements, showing the emergence of power laws both in the prob-
ability of a banknote or a person to traverse a certain distance, and in the dis-
tribution of people’s radius of gyration, the characteristic distance travelled by
a person [58,59]. Heavy-tailed distributions also arise from the number of dis-
tinct location visited by humans and from the visitation frequency, that is the
probability of a user to visit a given location [60]. Models of pedestrian behav-
ior have also been developed and validated on empirical data, capable to predict
crowd disasters [61]. Computer scientists put forward mobility data mining, aimed
at discovering patterns of interesting mobility behaviors of groups of moving ob-
jects [62]. Examples of this process are the mining of frequent spatio-temporal pat-
terns, trajectory clustering, and prediction of locations and trajectories [63–66].
A recent trend in research focuses on extracting mobility proﬁles of individuals from
their traces, trying to address one of the fundamental and traditional question in the
social science: how human allocate time to diﬀerent activities as part of the spatial
temporal socio-economic system. By proﬁling individuals according to their daily ac-
tivities, the ultimate goal is to provide a picture of how group on individuals interact
with diﬀerent places, at diﬀerent time of the day in the city [63,68–70].
A deﬁnite research trend, although in its infancy, is the convergence of data mining
and social network analysis towards the deﬁnition of novel mining models and patterns
that combine the diﬀerent dimensions of human activities: social ties, mobility, opinion
and preferences, socio-economic behaviour etc.: What is the interplay between the
social and mobile network? How can we automatically identify strong and weak ties
in virtual human relationships by analysing the human interaction patterns? How can
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we use the social and mobile networks to answer question about the socio-economic
structure of a city? We expect to observe an explosion of social mining methods along
this path, as richer and more comprehensive data will be harvested by social sensing.
An example of early work in this direction is [67].
With the size and complexity of big data, also new computational challenges will
emerge. People have been working with graphs for hundreds of years, but the graphs
now being plotted from social networks or sensor networks are of an unprecedented
scale, they are produced continuously and massively distributed. Dealing with graphs
of that size and scope, and applying modern analytic tools to them, calls for better
models, scalable algorithms and other innovations.
We distinguish two main complementary research directions for social mining,
focussing on (i) the invention of methods for the extraction of high-level models and
patterns of human behaviour, and (ii) the engineering of such methods in the complex
scenarios of techno-social systems at global scale.
3.1 Mining patterns of human behaviour
Social mining is the problem of discovering patterns and models of human behav-
iour across the various social dimensions: it is aimed at extracting multi-dimensional
patterns and models from multi-dimensional data. To this aim, social mining needs
novel concepts and techniques of multi-dimensional pattern discovery and of multi-
dimensional social network analysis, whose ultimate goal is to understand human
behavior:
– the discovery of individual social proﬁles,
– the discovery of collective behaviors,
– the analysis of spreading and epidemics over multi-dimensional networks,
– the analysis of sentiment and opinion evolution.
The key point of social mining is to combine the macro and micro laws of human
interactions within a uniform multi-dimensional analytical framework, encompassing
both the global models developed by complex network theory and the local patterns
discovered by data mining in the sensed data. Novel social mining techniques that are
needed include the discovery of groups/communities that share similar socio-economic
behaviour, of behavioural patterns of temporal evolution, of individuals and commu-
nities that provide weak early signals of change, of correlation patterns/behaviours
across diﬀerent domains.
Multi-dimensional social network analysis. Social sensing is providing data in form
of networks with rich semantics, content and metadata attached to nodes and edges.
We need the foundations of a multi-dimensional network analytics, capable of extend-
ing the methods and tools of network science to the multi-layered, interconnected
networks resulting from the novel social sensing techniques. The needed concepts
and tools will exploit not only the network topology but also the available social
metadata. Examples include: (i) multi-dimensional, evolutionary community detec-
tion and link prediction driven by similar socio-economic behavior (homophily), (ii)
deﬁnition of multi-dimensional measures of network centrality, relevance and trust;
(iii) correlations analysis between diverse social dimensions, e.g., proximity metrics
in the evolving network of physical contacts derived from user mobility traces and
proximity metrics deﬁned with respect to the social space of people proﬁles.
Multi-dimensional social pattern discovery. A central method for data mining is
pattern discovery: the automated extraction of regularities, or analogously of segments
of the whole populations whose members exhibit a common property. We need to
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Fig. 3. The GPS trajectories of tens of thousand cars observed for one week in the city of
Milan, Italy, and the power-law distribution of users radius of gyration and travel length
(left); the work-home commuting patterns mined from the previous dataset by trajectory
clustering and the normal distribution of travel length within each discovered pattern (right).
expand pattern discovery towards the emergent patterns and rules describing socio-
economic behaviors of signiﬁcant sub-populations. Examples include: (i) discovery
of correlation patterns connecting behaviours across diﬀerent social dimensions; (ii)
multi-dimensional evolutionary pattern mining from social and mobility networks,
from streaming data with uncertainty; (iii) discovery of evolutionary patterns for
trust and risk measurement.
Combining network science and pattern mining/inference. Social mining pushes
towards the convergence of the complementary strengths and weaknesses of network
science and data mining [107,108]. The former is aimed at discovering the global
models of complex social phenomena, by means of statistical macro-laws governing
basic quantities, which show the behavioral diversity in society at large. Data min-
ing is aimed at discovering local patterns of complex social phenomena, by means
of micro-laws governing behavioral similarity or regularities in sub-populations. The
dualistic approach is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the overall set of individual movements
across a large city we observe a huge diversity: while most travels are short, a small
but signiﬁcant fragment of travels are extraordinarily long; therefore, we observe a
long-tailed, scale-free distribution of quantities such as the travel length and the users
radius of gyration [59]. Mobility data mining can automatically discover travel pat-
terns corresponding to set of travellers with similar mobility: in such sub-populations
the global diversity vanishes and similar behaviour emerges [65]. The above dual
scenario of global diversity (whose manifestation is the emergence of scale-free dis-
tributions) and local regularity (within clusters, or behavioural proﬁles) is perceived
today as the signature of social phenomena, and seems to represent a foundational
tenet of computational social sciences [6,101]. Although network science and data
mining emerged from diﬀerent scientiﬁc communities using largely diﬀerent tools, we
need to reconcile the macro vision of the ﬁrst with the micro vision of the second
within a unifying theoretical framework, because each can beneﬁt from the other and
together have the potential to support realistic and accurate models for prediction
and simulation of social phenomena.
Analytical challenges for social mining. Based on the novel social mining tech-
niques, it will become possible to address in a systematic way many challenging ques-
tions about multi-dimensional social phenomena, ranging from the individual sphere
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of personal behavioral proﬁles, to the collective sphere of group or subpopulation
behavior, to the global phenomena related to diﬀusion in the social network, to the
analysis of how sentiments and opinions vary in our societies.
– Individual proﬁles. Mining the multi-faceted personal data of each individual cit-
izen allows to discover personal routines, or proﬁles. Considering the entire col-
lection of proﬁles over a population yields an unprecedented opportunity to map
the social behavior at a realistic scale. While proﬁling has been up to now a key
ingredient of commercial systems for target marketing and recommendation, its
generalization for social mining has the potential of boosting the comprehension of
social behaviour, in that it represents a trade-oﬀ between the oversimpliﬁcation of
global measurements and the excessive diversity of individual behaviors. Exemplar
lines of investigation on proﬁles include: (i) mining of personal mobility-activity
diaries to create realistic proﬁles and routines, allowing to characterize systematic
vs. non-systematic activity and mobility; (ii) Multi-dimensional proﬁling, combin-
ing mobility, social ties, interests, life-style and shopping behaviour, based on the
full variety of data harvested by social sensing; (iii) proﬁling of social network
users w.r.t. epidemic spreading and diﬀusive processes across diﬀerent media.
– Collective patterns and models. Multi-dimensional mining methods applied at a
global scale over entire populations (and/or their individual proﬁles) allow to dis-
cover and analyze patterns and models pertaining to interesting sub-populations,
where the emergence of collective behavioural regularity highlights the local laws
governing aspects of social life in diﬀerent communities. Exemplar lines of investi-
gation on proﬁles include: (i) models of the interplay among the social dimensions
in diﬀerent communities; (ii) dynamic patterns and predictive models of social
evolution; (iii) discovery of the geographical and temporal extension/evolution of
collective patterns; (iv) discovery of shopping behaviour and life-style patterns
from large-scale market transaction data; (v) discovery of the patterns of multi-
dimensional network evolution.
– Multi-dimensional diﬀusion processes. The models of epidemics and diﬀusion
processes need to be generalized to multi-dimensional social networks, in order
to deﬁne realistic models of social contagion, information diﬀusion and cascading
behavior. Exemplar lines of investigation on proﬁles include: (i) patterns of viral-
ity and its impact on crowd computing; (ii) analysis of information diﬀusion in
evolving networks of social contacts, impact of multi-dimensionality on diﬀusion
speed; (iii) analysis of virality (of messages, contents) and leadership (of users or
groups in a network).
– Aggregated sentiment analysis and opinion mining. Learning and monitoring the
evolution of collective sentiments and opinions from user generated content in so-
cial media. Exemplar lines of investigation on proﬁles include: (i) deep analytics
of sentiment-based contradictions, discovery of patterns and indicators of sen-
timent evolution and conﬂicting opinions, handling of concept drift by means of
incremental learning; (ii) analysis of emotions and mood emerging from dialogues;
(iii) diﬀusion phenomena across diﬀerent media: when a trendy topic/hashtag in
Twitter can likely become an argument well covered by online news in the next
future?
3.2 Computational aspects of social mining
Although data mining from traditional databases is a mature technology, the big data
from human activity, their networked nature, heterogeneity and semantic richness,
combined with magnitude and dynamicity, pose new exciting scientiﬁc challenges. The
mainstream paradigm for analysis today is: gather data ﬁrst, and analyse them later.
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This paradigm falls short in view of the challenges posed by the PNS, which requires
for real-time reactions to changes in the techno-social ecosystem. This is a perspective
that calls for fundamental advances in many ﬁelds of data mining and machine learn-
ing, such as: concept drift and management of model evolution/obsolescence, learn-
ing from continuous data streams, real-time and interactive analytics and learning
(putting users within the loop), massively distributed data mining, high-performance
data mining and big graph analytics.
– Concept drift & streaming data mining : we need a general framework for the on-
line monitoring and analysis of high-rate evolving data streams. The goal of this
framework is to provide a declarative process for the development of complex
analytics applications over streaming data, by handling uncertain and inexact
data and providing mechanisms for correlating and integrating real-time data (fast
streams) with historical records [71]. A key issue here is how to deal with concept-
drifting, i.e., how modelling can self-adjust in real time as the characteristics
of the continuously streaming data change in time and the mined patterns and
models become obsolete. Here, the large body of research in active, online and
reinforcement learning plays a central role, albeit it needs to scale up to big data
complexity and size.
– On-line ingestion of semi-structured and unstructured data: Techniques for the
eﬀective analysis of streaming non-structured data (e.g., streaming news feeds,
continuous updates on tweets, blogs, product reviews, etc.). These techniques aim
at tapping into the wealth of information outside the realm of structured data,
identifying emerging trends, discovering similar and diverging cultural signals,
uncovering hidden social cliques, and sensing the pulse of diﬀerent societal groups,
all in real time.
– Massively distributed data mining : Data storage and data mining protocols that
minimize the amount of data moved over the network, favouring the delocalization
of the computational eﬀorts toward the data rather than vice versa;
– High performance data mining and big graph analytics: methods to eﬀectively
store, move and process huge amounts of data: in particular new algorithmic par-
adigms (such as map-reduce) should be deﬁned and speciﬁc mining techniques
should be introduced and implemented according to these paradigms, as well as
data engineering methods for large networks with up to billions nodes/edges in-
cluding eﬀective compression, search and pattern matching methods.
4 Trust networks and privacy-aware social mining: State-of-art and
research roadmap
The perspective of a Planetary Nervous Systems based on social sensing and mining
sheds a radically new light on the questions of personal data, privacy, trust and data
ownership. Before the big data revolution, the protection of the private sphere of
individual persons against the intrusion threats made possible by the ICTs has been
the main focus of regulations and public debate. Now that the importance of personal
data as a source of societal knowledge is becoming evident and urgent, the matter
reconﬁgures more maturely as a trade-oﬀ between conﬂicting, legitimate interests: on
one side, the right of people to keep control on their private space and, on the other
side, the right of people to access collective knowledge as a public good [109].
One of the toughest challenges posed by the new ability to sense and analyze the
pulse of humanity is creating what has been called a new deal on personal data, which
implies a change of perspective on the issues of privacy, trust and data ownership [3].
Advances in analysis of human activity data must be approached in tandem with
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a better understanding of how to create value for the producers and owners of the
data within a framework that favors the development of trust and the control over
own personal data, while at the same time protecting the public good. We must avoid
both the retreat into secrecy, so that big data become the exclusive property of private
companies and remain inaccessible to the common good, and the development of a
big brother model, with government using the data but denying the public the ability
to investigate or critique its conclusions. Neither scenario will serve the long-term
public interest in a transparent, accessible and eﬃcient knowledge society.
The use of anonymous data should also be enforced, and analysis/mining at col-
lective level should be preferred over that at individual level. Solid models of data
sharing need to be developed, capable of taking into account both the privacy expec-
tations of consumers as well as businesses legitimate interests. Most personal data are
being collected by private organizations location records, ﬁnancial transactions, pub-
lic transportation, phone and Internet communications, query and navigation logs,
and so on. Therefore, companies have a crucial role, and so either extensive gov-
ernment regulation or market mechanisms with auditing will be needed in order to
incentivize/push owners to set free the power of the data they hold. However, the
crucial problem is how to make each individual user fully aware of the value of her
own continuously generated personal data, and how to empower each users ability to
extract knowledge from her own data, as well as to exercise control, usage, sharing,
disposal over her own data.
The choice is to design awareness and incentive mechanisms that have suﬃcient
accountability to guarantee individual and societal safety, but how to achieve this
goal is still largely an open question, both at regulatory and technological level. It is
apparent, though, how this debate is becoming mainstream, as also witnessed by the
reform of the European data protection directive, recently proposed by the European
Commission1, which introduces concepts such as data portability among diﬀerent
service providers, data oblivion, user proﬁling, and privacy-by-design. We now brieﬂy
discuss the research challenges behind (i) trusted networks for social sensing that
foster users to share personal data within a transparent framework, and (ii) privacy-
preserving methods for social mining that enable the analysis of personal data in a
safe framework.
4.1 Trust-aware social sensing and the new deal on data
The ﬁrst step toward creating a fair information market is to give people ownership
of the data that is about them [1]. Just as with ﬁnancial and commodity markets,
the ﬁrst step toward a healthy market is creation of an asset class such as land rights.
This is why the World Economic Forum publication is subtitled ‘Emergence of a New
Asset Class’ [3].
Quoting Pentland [1], the simplest approach to deﬁning what it means to own
your own data is to go back to Old English Common Law for the three basic tenets
of ownership, which are the rights of possession, use, and disposal:
1. You have a right to possess your data. Companies should adopt the role of a Swiss
bank account for your data. You open an account (anonymously, if possible), and
you can remove your data whenever youd like.
2. You, the data owner (or data subject in the language of the European directive
on data protection), must have full control over the use of your data. If youre not
1 European Commission proposes a comprehensive reform of the data protection rules,
25 January 2012, see http://ec.europa.eu/justice/newsroom/data-protection/news/
120125 en.htm
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happy with the way a company uses your data, you can remove it. Everything
must be opt-in, and not only clearly explained in plain language, but with regular
reminders that you have the option to opt out.
3. You have a right to dispose or distribute your data. If you want to destroy it or
remove it and redeploy it elsewhere, it is your call.
Individual ownership needs to be balanced by the legitimate interests for corporations
and governments to use personal data credit card numbers, home addresses, etc. to
run their operations. The new deal on data therefore gives individuals the right to
own and exercise control on a copy of the data about them rather than ownership of
corporations internal data, as long as that data is required for legitimate operations,
transparently known by the data owner (or data subject, i.e., the individual that is
being portrayed in the data). On top of this, the data owner has the power to withdraw
her personal data from the data provider at any time, or have it forgotten after a
reasonable amount of time. The newly proposed reform of the EU data protection
directive follows this path of reasoning.
Creating a trust ecosystem where this new deal can take place is another big
challenge. Enforcement is not simply authenticating the identity of an individual,
but also validating whole series of claims and privileges an individual, institution,
or device may make, that give them access to highly-valued services and knowledge
resources. As more and more business, ﬁnancial, civic and governmental services use
personal data, the integrity and interoperability of a global authentication and claims
infrastructure will be paramount. Clearly, such global infrastructure, like the Web it-
self, cannot be a centralized authority, but rather a highly distributed and user-centric,
self-organizing ecosystem. Essentially, we should mimick at the digital level the social
mechanisms that, in real life, better promote rapid innovation and self-correction and
favor ethical/fair behavior while keeping crime at a physiological, sustainable level.
Similar to the current Open Identity Exchnge (OIX) ecosystem, the advocated ‘Trust
Network will need to continuously monitor, ﬂag and pursue fraudulent and deceptive
behaviors. This requires not only innovations in ICT systems, but also in policy and
contract law. The Law Lab at the Harvard Berkman Center has developed a prototype
of such a trust network, in collaboration with the MIT Human Dynamics Lab [5]. As
it is reasonable to assume that veriﬁable trust reduces transaction risks and builds
customer loyalty, it will be in the economic interest of the companies oﬀering future
online and mobile services to become veriﬁable trusted stewards of personal data.
4.2 Privacy-preserving social mining and privacy-by-design
Anonymity as a form of data protection is increasingly diﬃcult to achieve, as ever-
more detailed data are being collected. This results in the fact that anonymization
simply cannot be accomplished by de-identiﬁcation (i.e., by removing the direct iden-
tiﬁers contained in the data). Many examples of re-identiﬁcation from supposedly
anonymous data have been reported in the scientiﬁc literature and in the media,
from health records [72–74] to query-logs to GPS-trajectories. Despite this negative
context, data protection technologies have come a long way: since the seventies there
has been active research in statistical disclosure control and since the late nineties
the related discipline of privacy-preserving data publishing and mining has also taken
oﬀ. Many subtle threats to privacy and data protection rights have been found, and
several methods for creating anonymous or obfuscated versions of personal datasets
have been proposed, which essentially look for an acceptable trade-oﬀ between data
privacy on one hand and analytical utility on the other hand. The ﬁrst privacy di-
mension is related to the personal sphere, namely individual privacy. In fact, models
and patterns are developed on the basis of human activity data such as mobile phone
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call records, which contain private information concerning the places visited by each
individual user and personal relationships with other users, and may reveal sensitive
personal traits. The second dimension of privacy is related to the business and insti-
tutional sphere, namely corporate privacy. In the case that the modeling is performed
cooperatively among several companies or institutions, or outsourced to third parties
or cloud services, each individual carrier would like to protect not only the personal
data of their customers, but also the corporate strategic knowledge represented by
the data, e.g. the proﬁles of their customers.
In the literature, a variety of techniques have been put forward to tackle diﬀerent
cases [75,76]:
– privacy-preserving data publishing methods, aimed at the safe disclosure of trans-
formed data under suitable formal safeguards against re-identiﬁcation of individ-
uals represented in the data (e.g., anonymization, randomization, etc.) [77–80];
– privacy-preserving knowledge publishing methods, aimed at the safe disclosure
of analytical models under suitable formal safeguards of individual or corporate
privacy, as extracted patterns, rules, or clusters may reveal sensitive information
in certain circumstances [81];
– knowledge hiding methods, aimed at the disclosure of data transformed in such a
way that certain speciﬁed secret patterns, hidden in the original data, cannot be
found [82];
– secure multiparty analytics over distributed databases, aimed at the analysis of
datasets that are partitioned and distributed among several parties that do not
want to (or cannot) share the data or certain corporate information that is
represented in the data, but are interested in developing global models of common
interest [83,84];
– privacy-preserving outsourcing, aimed at enabling analytics performed by third-
parties (e.g., cloud services) over corporate datasets, using encryption techniques
to protect the input data and, if needed, the output models [85,86];
– diﬀerential privacy, a general-purpose privacy notion which enables analytics per-
formed by third-parties (e.g., cloud services) over corporate datasets while guaran-
teeing individual privacy [87,88]. Informally, a randomized function of a database
is diﬀerentially private if its output distribution is insensitive to the presence or
absence of any particular record in the database. Therefore, if the analyses allowed
on a database are guaranteed to preserve diﬀerential privacy, then the protection
of individual records is preserved. Up to date, the problem of this notion is its
tendency to compromise data quality.
A key approach for privacy-preserving data mining is privacy-by-design [89], i.e.,
the idea of inscribing privacy protection into the analytical technology by design, so
that the analysis incorporates the relevant privacy requirements from the very be-
ginning, [90] oﬀers a instance of privacy-by-design in the case of personal mobility
trajectories, obtained from GPS devices or cell phones. The results show how such
trajectories can be anonymized to a high level of protection against re-identiﬁcation,
while preserving the possibility of mining sophisticated patterns of human mobility,
which enables novel powerful analytic services for info-mobility or location-based ser-
vices. In this research, the linking attack is considered, i.e., the ability to link the
published data to external information, which enables some respondents associated
with the data to be re-identiﬁed. In a trajectory linking attack, the malicious party
M knows a sub-trajectory of a respondent R (e.g., a sequence of locations where R
has been spied on by M) and M would like to identify in the data the whole trajec-
tory belonging to R, i.e., learn all places visited by R. How can we guarantee that
the probability of success of this attack is very low while preserving the utility of
the data for meaningful analyses? Consider the personal trajectories represented in
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Fig. 3(left). Each trajectory is a de-identiﬁed sequence of time-stamped locations,
visited by one of the tracked vehicles. Albeit de-identiﬁed, each trajectory is essen-
tially unique – very rarely two diﬀerent trajectories coincide, given the extremely ﬁne
spatio-temporal resolution. As a consequence, the chances of success for the linking
attack are not low; if the attacker M knows a suﬃciently long sub-sequence S of lo-
cations visited by the respondent R, it is possible that only a few trajectories in the
dataset match with S, possibly just one. In practice, guessing the home place and the
work place of most respondents is rather easy. Assume that we want to discover the
groups of trajectories that share common mobility behavior, such as the commuters
that follow similar routes in their home-work trips (Fig. 3(right)). A data-driven
anonymizing transformation of the trajectories can be deﬁned, where trajectories are
generalized from sequences of points to sequences of cells, so that the probability of
re-identiﬁcation drops signiﬁcantly, obtaining a safe theoretical upper bound for the
worst case (i.e., the maximal probability that the linking attack succeeds), and an ex-
tremely low average probability. In the example, the probability of success is bounded
by 0.05, and it is below 10−3 for 95% attacks. Moreover, the commuting clusters ob-
tained from the anonymized data essentially coincide with those obtained with the
original data, demonstrating that the desired quality of the analytical results can be
achieved in a privacy-preserving setting with concrete formal safeguards, where the
protection with respect to the linking attack can be measured. The impact of this
method is far reaching: once an analytical process has been found and speciﬁed, it can
be deployed and replicated with the mentioned privacy-preserving safeguards in order
to ﬁnd mobility clusters in diﬀerent periods of time, in diﬀerent cities, in diﬀerent
contexts: once deployed, it is a safe service that generates knowledge of the expected
quality starting from measurably anonymous data.
5 Our innovative approach
In our FuturICT vision, the Planetary Nervous System is the techno-social ecosystem
in charge of collecting, processing and interpreting big data from all available sources,
built on top on privacy-aware social sensing and mining. Eﬃcient methodologies and
techniques through which the pulse of society and the awareness of relevant global
phenomena can be detected and inferred from the data will be a key part of this work.
This social knowledge discovery process will be driven by high-level analytical
goals provided by the Living Earth Simulator (e.g. give an assessment of consumer
conﬁdence in Asia), and based on an integrated ontology of large-scale socio-economic
systems, accounting for interactions and value-exchange processes involving humans,
organizations, machines, norms, and the physical environment, which will provide the
background knowledge needed for massive social sensing and mining. Such ontology
will be populated by the data analysed by the PNS, resulting in a distributed knowl-
edge base capturing the living Earths social state that will be a basis for the social
awareness (and from there the social adaptability) of the system.
Social knowledge and social awareness will also be exploited for developing novel
self-* and social-inspired paradigms for designing a resilient and social-informed global
nervous system. As discussed in our social sensing approach, data collection will be
performed both in the cyber and in the physical/real world. Cyber-world data collec-
tion will exploit data mining techniques to extract relevant data from online sources.
On the real-world side, participatory and opportunistic data collection will be en-
couraged: users personal devices will be like a probe in the real world collecting rel-
evant data both directly (exploiting on-board sensors) and indirectly (by exchanging
context- and social-aware data with their peers). Self*-policies will drive the devices
behaviour to autonomously take appropriate actions. To preserve the users control on
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user-generated data and digital footprints, collected data will be pre-processed and
aggregated at the user level, driven by the high-level goals and social-awareness, and
exploiting opportunistic networking/computing techniques.
Privacy-by-design will be adopted as a basic approach, in such a way that the
protection of personal data will be inscribed into the collection, analysis and mining
processes of the global nervous system. Making data anonymous, i.e., achieving a neg-
ligible probability to re-identify the speciﬁc persons portrayed in the data sensed by
the participatory platform, will be the systematically pursued with powerful privacy-
preserving data publishing, analysis and mining technologies.
Based on such goals, the operation of the Planetary Nervous System requires the
following basic functionalities:
1. Social sensing and social mining techniques that enable the eﬃcient collection
and interpretation of massive data from diverse sources are fundamental. New
mechanisms for the eﬃcient social collection of data, from the web as well as from
established sources are the backbone of the PNS. These may harness diverse and
innovative mechanisms for capturing data, sharing data, undertaking analysis for
both static and real time scenarios across a wide range of potential application
areas.
2. Ability to dynamically assemble and conﬁgure an ensemble of information sources
needed to fulﬁl a high level goal. As key pillar of this process will the systems
social awareness that will allow it to understand which resources can best utilized
under what circumstances, which users may be willing to contribute data to which
causes, and to prioritize diﬀerent requests according to social urgency. An inte-
grated ontology accounting for information ﬂows within socio-economic systems
is a crucial enabler for such awareness.
3. Ability to infer the required information from the data in a distributed, bottom
up way that refrains from storing any individually identiﬁable information. Social
awareness will be used to derive priors and instantiate high level models that will
support the reasoning. Techniques to verify that the privacy cannot be violated
from aggregation of independent anonymous data are a further important factor.
4. Ability to build up and eﬃciently maintain a hierarchical, distributed and scalable
knowledge base resulting from the population of the integrated ontology, capturing
the current state and internal structure of global social systems as a basis for
social awareness, and identifying as well the mechanisms for social adaptation.
The knowledge base will combine information gathered and inferred by the PNS
itself with knowledge returned by the LEV.
In a nutshell, the PNS we envisage is a techno-social ecosystem that, when provided
with a high-level analytical request, activates a global, distributed social knowledge
discovery process to fulﬁl the request. An example of this process is how the PNS
can support the computation and monitoring of new indices of social well-being, a
novel compass long-awaited by decision-makers. It has often been pointed out that
the gross national product (GDP) per capita is not a suﬃcient compass for politics
to promote social well-being. Along this trend, the French presidency has recently
established a high-level expert committee to identify better indices, involving Nobel
prize winners such as Joseph Stiglitz, Amartya Sen, Kenneth Arrow, and Daniel
Kahnemann [91,92]. Their proposal is that, besides material living standards (income,
consumption and wealth), it is important to consider many other factors, such as
health, education, personal activities including work, political voice and governance,
social connections and relationships, environment (present and future conditions),
security, of an economic as well as a physical nature. It should be underlined that
these factors are not only to be understood as concession to the people. They have
also a signiﬁcant impact on economic wealth creation, which depends not merely on
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material factors (such as suitable location, suﬃcient capital, well-functioning supply
networks etc.), but also on human and social capital.
It is equally important to stress that ﬁnding a better index than GDP per capita
is just one problem. Maximizing a one-dimensional index is another one. While it may
promote an increase in average performance, it will necessarily produce winners and
losers. The weakness of the concept of competitive optimization in one dimension is
dramatically evidenced by the current struggle of several European countries to avoid
bankruptcy. An alternative concept, namely individually favorable optimization, has
been proposed in [93], particularly Sect. 5.2 (Towards indices of human well-being),
Sect. 5.3 (The economics of happiness), Sect. 5.4 (New incentive systems), and Ap-
pendix A (Pluralistic indices promoting individual talents). Rather than optimizing a
single index that is deﬁned by a weighted average, it puts higher weights on individ-
ual strengths and less on individual weaknesses. This approach appreciates individual
excellence and diversity, acknowledging their relevance for happiness, innovation, and
systemic resilience. In other words, considering many diﬀerent dimensions of social
well-being and weighting them according to local and regional strengths allows for
specialization according to local or regional excellence. Such a multi-dimensional ap-
proach supports not only competitiveness and complementarity, but also social well-
being, and it is perfectly compatible with diﬀerent local and regional cultures, while
one-dimensional optimization of an index is not. One of the scientiﬁc challenges in
creating indices for social well-being will be to measure the relevant factors glob-
ally and in real-time with suﬃcient accuracy. (Delayed policy response may cause an
unstable system dynamics.)
Measuring social well-being is even more diﬃcult than measuring GDP. Currently,
reliable oﬃcial numbers for GDP are published only with a delay of many months.
However, new ways of measuring GDP have recently been suggested. For example,
it seems feasible to estimate GDP based on satellite pictures of global light emis-
sions [94]. Such estimates are possible almost in real-time. Similarly, it has been shown
that health-related indicators (such as the number of patients during ﬂu pandemics)
can be well estimated based on Google trends data [95].
Therefore, the vision of FuturICT is to make the diﬀerent dimensions of social
well-being globally measurable in real-time. This could be done by social sensing and
mining from disparate accessible sources, as described in this paper. Recent attempts
to measure happiness and its variation in space, time and across social communi-
ties point the way for this [96,97]. At present, the greatest diﬃculty in measuring
human capital (such as education) or social capital (such as cooperativeness and
solidarity) is the calibration and validation of corresponding indices. It is envisaged
to do this by comparison with (online) surveys and (web) experiments. FuturICT-
sPlanetary Nervous System (PNS) will provide the methods and tools to measure
human activities and socially relevant variables in real-time, on a global scale, and
in a privacy-respecting way. By extending measurements to social and economic do-
mains, FuturICT will complement and go beyond similar projects focused on envi-
ronmental and climate-oriented measurements, e.g. Planetary Skin [98] and Digital
Earth [99]. But the ambition of the Planetary Nervous System goes beyond measure-
ment. It also intends to create collective awareness of the impact of human decisions
and actions, particularly on the social fabric on which our society is built (the social
footprint) [100].
The Planetary Nervous System serves to detect possible opportunities and threats,
in order avoid mistakes that we may regret later on. This requires a certain ability
to anticipate (in a probabilistic way) possible courses of events (even if this antici-
pation is unreliable and only useful for short time periods, such as our weather fore-
cast). While our own consciousness performs such anticipation by mental simulation,
FuturICTs Living Earth Simulator (LES) will do the equivalent task for complex
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techno-socio-economic-environmental systems, building on data provided by the
Planetary Nervous System. These simulations will be based on models of our society
and economy and other relevant activities in our world. They may be imagined to
work like a policy wind tunnel to explore possible impacts of human decisions and
actions, both positive and negative ones. The Planetary Nervous System and Living
Earth Simulator will be connected to the Global Participatory Platform (GPP), which
will make FuturICTs new methods and tools available for everyone (with mechanisms
in place to foster responsible use). This will enable people to look at all interesting
issues from many angles and to use the power of crowd sourcing and the wisdom of
crowds.
While FuturICTs new concepts for the measurement, simulation and interactive
exploration of the impact of human decisions and actions will promote collective
awareness, the Global Participatory Platform will create new opportunities for so-
cial, economic, and political participation. Altogether (and with suitable rating and
reputation mechanisms in place), this will promote better decisions and responsible
actions. In particular, measuring the value of human and social capital and quan-
tifying the social footprint will help one to protect the social fabric on which our
society is built, in a similar way as the measurement of the environmental footprint
has empowered people and institutions to better protect our environment.
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